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Run Instructions: 

 

1 Download the project and bring it into Eclipse (or equivalent ant-build able IDE).  

 

2 To demonstrate the differences in level creation between the different player profiles line 

136 in MyCustomizedLevel.java may be uncommented and set to one of the four 

enumerated player profiles { RUNNER, JUMPER, KILLER, or COLLECTOR }. 

We will also be including four player.txt files, one for each type of player profile to 

demonstrate our player evaluations. These player profiles can be found in 

Mario/PlayerProfiles/. The player.txt found in each corresponding folder in PlayerProfiles 

should then be placed in the Mario folder to be evaluated. 

 

3 Run PlayCustomized.java to evaluate the player profile and generate a corresponding 

level. 

Goals: 

  

When creating our algorithms, we determined that we wanted to show distinctly different 

levels based off of the player’s preference. This was to be accomplished by both the custom 

chunks that each type would have and the chunk selection system using the player profile. 

 The goal seemed reasonable because of the simplicity of the system, and that an 

example generator was already given to us. The true Hopper method is mostly randomly 

generated, but we decided to take a step back and randomize the chunks, and then randomize 

the decoration heavily instead. 

 

Algorithmic Approach: 

 

 For this project, we decided to emulate and implement a modified version of one of the 

contestants described in the paper The 2010 Mario AI Championship: Level Generation Track1, 

the Hopper Level Generator, by Glen Takahashi and Gillian Smith. Their system is a probability 

based generator that works left to right, building the level tile by tile. However their probabilities 

were manually tuned for only two player profiles. 

 First off was determining what kind of player the player profile represented. We had 4 

player types, Runner, Killer, Collector, and Jumper, we wanted to sort the players into. We did 

this by taking certain sets of values from the player profile (such as the total number of enemy 

kills divided by total enemies), generated by a test level, and using them to generate a value 

                                                           
1 https://79252ae4-a-62cb3a1a-s-sites.googlegroups.com/site/noormario/levelGenerationCompetition.pdf 



between 0 and 100 for each type of profile. This gave us a value to determine how much the 

player is related to a certain player type. The highest value determines the player type, and 

therefore what kind of level is generated. Player skill is then determined by the number of times 

they died on the test level, and ranges from 1-3, higher skill being more difficult. Higher player 

skill increases the number of enemies generated throughout the level. 

 

The create function for the custom level is then executed, which generates the levels for 

the chosen player type. Each one of the level generators starts off with the probabilities for 

generating each of the separate chunks of the level (chunks being jumps, straight sections, hills, 

pipes, custom sections, and cannons). The first flat starting portion of the level is generated and 

then, using the probabilities for the types of chunks, generates the middle portion of the level. 

The majority of the chunks are the built-in default chunks, but there is an additional custom 

chunk that is created and tailored for each player type (shown below). Any of the custom chunks 

can appear on any level, but the one that will appear with the highest frequency will be the one 

that matches the player’s style. The only major difference is that if the player is a Collector, a 

new function called decorateCollector is used to “decorate” the chunks with more coins and coin 

blocks instead of the default decorate function. 

 

All and all, it is a very simple system. Each player gets a level that is closest suited to his 

play style, with definite repetition of elements (the custom chunks).  

 

 
Figure 1: Custom built level chunks 

 

Major Challenges we faced: 



  

 We ran into a couple of problems in figuring out how to actually build custom sections at 

the beginning, as the x and y coordinate system is slightly backwards. This was simple to adjust 

to after some trial and error. 

 

Because players are only placed into one of the four profiles, someone who prefers 

more than one type of game play may find themselves missing some sections that provide more 

fun. To adjust for this the placement of custom sections has been modified so that every player 

profile has a small chance of getting one of the other profile’s custom sections. 

 

Analysis: 

 

Overall we think that we have achieved what we set out to do for the most part. To 

improving each section we could continue to build a larger custom chunk library and probably 

try and change the generic chunk generation into smaller areas, thus adding more distinct 

variety. With a lot more time we could implement a fitness function to evaluate each level once it 

is created, measuring it’s ‘fun’ by some metric and regenerating the level if it is not fun enough. 

As it is we only present the first generated level to the player. Also we could implement learning 

on the actual probabilities that are used for each player type that would adjust them based on 

the information in the player profile. 


